
ABC News x
Mike Tyson: The Knockout Case Study



ABC News is the news division of Walt Disney television’s 
ABC broadcast network. ABC News brings in-depth 
reporting and storytelling from across the country and 
around the world. 

Its flagship programs include ABC World News Tonight 
with David Muir, Good Morning America, Nightline, 
Primetime, and 20/20. More Americans get their news 
from ABC News than any other news source and their 
existing platforms include television, radio, and digital.



The Challenge
ABC News wanted to drive tune-in for 
a special four hour documentary 
series on the life of boxing legend, 
Mike Tyson. It wanted to not only 
reach the right audience with 
countdown videos teasing the 
premiers; but also ensure that brand 
messaging was aligned with the most 
contextually relevant moments.



Our Solution
ABC leveraged Mirrors AI, fueled by visual context detection in-video to ensure :

• Brand Safety
• Brand Suitability
• Brand Privacy 

Mirrors AI is leading the pack with AI driven computer vision technology. ABC was able to 
activate pre-roll and mid-roll video ads across all YouTube and YouTube TV videos, only when 
a predefined visual context was detected in a video ID. Upon discovery of visual contexts, 
Mirrors triggered the countdown creatives and a sneak preview of the documentary.



Contextual moments
Faces Logos Objects

Actions/ 
Activities

Shows/ 
Movies

Mike Tyson
Rose Perez

Floyd Mayweather
Manny Pacquiao

ESPN
WBC title
Sky Sports

UFC

Boxing gloves
Boxing rings

Heavy weight Belts
Boxing Arena

MMA Fighting
Pro Boxing

Mike Tyson Interview
Mike Tyson training

I Am Ali
Rocky
Tyson

Fight club



15 Sec Ad experience
30 S ec Ad experience

Experience the

Ad experience

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dYLP36xNORs
https://youtu.be/YJ88uFr3Ddo


The Results Are In!
Mirrors engaged the right audience, at the 
exact moments viewers were watching videos 
with pre defined visual triggers the week 
leading up to the release of “Mike Tyson: The 
Knockout”.

The campaign achieved over 3 million views, 
57% higher VCR at a 3x frequency cap with 
65% skew towards male and 94% delivery to 
Connected TV. 

The campaign exceeded ABC’s YouTube 
benchmarks by 57%.

View Through Rate

57%
Above benchmark

45%
benchmark
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